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Abstract
Any customer initiated inbound call is not only essential for
the service agent to respond, but also to resolve the problem.
Although agents are trained not to be expressive and provide
solution timely and in best possible ways, but the course of the
conversation actually plays an important role in deciding the
outcome of the call, whether it ends with a positive or negative
note. Timely identifying dissatisfied customer based on the au-
tomatic analysis of the conversation to measure the positivity
of a call, can aid to improve customer satisfaction index and
the call handling capabilities of the service desk. In this pa-
per, to automatically analyze the call conversation, we propose
a system that extract non-linguistic features, create patterns us-
ing multi-dimensional representations, followed by a dynamic
algorithm to find the similarity measures. Further, we fuse the
information regarding the trend in the variation of the affec-
tive content throughout the conversation to get a final score that
quantifies the positiveness in a call. Finally, ranking contact
center calls in the decreasing order of the positivity measure
and evaluate the system using a ranking agreement metric.
Index Terms: call center conversation, pattern matching, dy-
namic algorithm, affective content, speaking rate.

1. Introduction
Contact centers associated with industries either function as
customer service centers, help-desks, or information lines.
Their operations involved in marketing and selling prod-
ucts, handling customer facing and product related problems,
service-related issues, etc [1]. For any industry to stay compet-
itive, requires to serve customers to their satisfactions, and to
operate the contact centers 24x7. With the boom in Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) technologies, in-
dustries are adopting AI-ML enabled interfaces to reach and
serve their customers more reliably, at anytime and from any-
where. In fact, majority of the customers still prefer to speak
to the customer care center to get their issues resolved. One of
the key metrics that is used to measure the performance of the
customer care center is customer satisfaction index (CSI) [2].
Mostly, this metric is measured post the interaction between the
agent and the customer in the form of a questioner. Since, thou-
sands of calls happen on daily basis, it is a tough task for the hu-
man agents to manually evaluate all the recorded conversations
to take the necessary actions. Moreover, manual evaluations
are prone to human-bias, time consuming, and hectic. An al-
ternative is to use speech based technologies for automatic and
fast evaluations. Automatic speech recognition(ASR) engines
have been widely used in call center analytics, which transcribes
the conversational speech into texts, followed by text analytics
[3, 4, 5]. The main disadvantages of using an ASR are the fol-
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lowing: (1) it is language dependent (2) in realistic scenario like
call centers, where customer can call from any place, the speech
to text transcriptions are erroneous, and those errors can prop-
agate to subsequent text analytics. On the other hand, affective
content analysis is found to be very useful in contact center con-
versations [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13].

In this paper, we propose an automatic method to rank call
conversations by using non-linguistic cues, thus making the sys-
tem language independent. Particularly, we make use of two
cues throughout the conversations, (1) speaking rate (SR) for
agent and customer speech (2) variation of affective content
(in arousal and valence scale). Since, the call conversation be-
tween agent and customer is recorded on single channel audio,
we use speaker diarization at the front end to segment out the
agent and customer speech (i.e. ”who spoke when”). There-
fore, speaker diarization and SR together imparts information
regarding the number of switching between agent and customer,
how fast or slow the spoken words are being uttered. Impor-
tantly, we observed that these have direct correspondence to the
different segments in the flow of a call conversation (e.g. begin-
ning, middle or end of a call) [14]. By using this knowledge,
we create a simulated representation for an ideal positive call
with speaking rate values, and then extract multi-domain fea-
tures for generating reference templates correspond to different
segment of the call. Given a test call, we segment that into mul-
tiple portions (using knowledge created from statistical analy-
sis on a set of calls), extract multi-domain features, and match
patterns with respect to the reference templates using Dynamic
Time Warping (DTW). Minimum distance is considered to be
the best similarity between the reference and test templates. As
the second non-linguistic cue, we use the variation of the af-
fective contents in a call conversation, especially based on our
observation that the negative affective contents trend to reduce
(on the other side, positive affects trend to increase) in a positive
call. Affective models are created from annotated utterances in
call conversations (TCS internal). We get posterior probabilities
against each of those models given spoken utterances as input.
Then, variations of those probabilities along the call conversa-
tions are analyzed and fused with the scores derived from DTW
to decide the final score for ranking the calls.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents motivation and scenario of this work. Section 3, de-
scribe the system in details. Section 4 describes dataset along
with experiments and results. Followed by analysis and conclu-
sion in section 5.

2. Motivation and scenario
Automatic analysis and ranking of contact center calls to ad-
dress and improve the customer satisfaction is the main motive
of this work. 175 call conversations from (1) Insurance, (2)
Finance and (3) Telecoms sector have been used for experimen-
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Figure 1: Call analysis and ranking system

tation in this paper. Randomly selected 164 out of 175 calls are
used for creating the knowledge base. All these calls were man-
ually segmented into agent and customer spoken speech. Pat-
terns mined by analyzing the temporal variation of speaking rate
can represent an overall call transaction as a sequence of tags as
studied in [14, 15]; [WM] Welcome Message by the agent fol-
lowed by [PD] Problem Description by customer, [AU] Cus-
tomer Authentication, [PS] Problem Solution by agent, [SC]
Solution Confirmation by customer, and finally [EM] End Mes-
sage by the agent. As per our observation, we infer that any
contact center call is associated with specific patterns that dis-
tinguish each tag, like how fast or slow the speaker speaks, the
switching frequency between agent and customer, the order in
which these tags occur. These patterns can be briefly under-
stood as; [WM] represents start of the call conversation, usually
begins with a silence of few seconds, followed by [PD] spoken
by the customer, [AU] associated with the frequent switches be-
tween agent and customer, [PS] mostly spoken by agent, [SC]
where duration of agent and customer speech is almost equal
and finally the call ends with [EM] spoken by agent and usually
followed by a silence of few seconds. From statistical analysis,
we observe that each tag lasts for a specific duration; and have
specific boundaries (i.e. start and end points) in terms of % of
the total call duration.

3. System
We aim to devise a system that can measure the positiveness
associated with call conversations and rank them in decreas-
ing order of the positivity. The system (as depicted in Fig-
ure 1) comprises of pattern matching technique to identify
the conventional tags in a call. The pattern of these tags are
formed from the multi-domain representations, which are de-
rived from the SR. Knowledge regarding tag boundaries and
variation of affects are developed form statistical analysis on
a set of calls. Acoustic features, multi-domain representation,
knowledge-based features, dynamic pattern matching and call
ranking are described in details in the following sub-sections.

3.1. Multi-domain representations

As shown in Figure 1, we extract SR that is a measure of num-
ber of words spoken per min (wpm). SR measure involves

identification of speech feature and then calculating the rate
(wpm) by counting the occurrence of the identified feature per
unit time [16]. We use syllables as the measure of speech to
compute SR, based on algorithm to detect the syllable nuclei in
the spoken speech as described in [17]. Once SR is computed
on number of syllables per sec (sps), we compute SR in words
per minute (wpm) using a conversion factor of γ = 1.5 [18],
SRwpm = γ × SRsps × 60. SRwpm is the SR calculated
in words per min, SRsps is the number of syllables per second
and γ is the conversion factor between syllable and word.

• Time domain representation: We segment speaker’s (agent
and customer) speech further into 5 sec window to compute
SRwpm. Then, all these SR values are concatenated in tem-
poral sequence to form a vector R1, shown as a waveform in
Figure 1. We consider R1 as time domain signal, and extract
the following multi-domain features to represent each of the
tag as a template.

• FFT magnitude: We convert R1 into frequency domain by
using fast Fourier transformation (FFT ). For each tag Rt

1

of length N , we generate a representation Rt
2, where Rt

2 =∣∣∣ΣN−1
t=0 R

t
1e
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∣∣∣, and k = 0, ..., (N − 1) and e
−i2π
N is the

kernel and primitive N th root of unity.

• Amplitude spectrogram: We extract spectrogram features
from Rt

1 to capture the variation of the amplitude in differ-
ent frequency of Rt

1 over time. It is computed using short-
time Fourier transform (STFT ) of Rt

1, where the time-
domain signal is segmented into overlapping chunks (win-
dow) of length w and then STFT magnitudes are computed
as Rt

3 = |S(t, w)|2, where S represents the frequency spec-
trum of windowed version of Rt

1.

• Discrete wavelet transform (DWT ): In DWT , the time-
frequency representation is obtained by repeatedly filtering
R1 with a pair of filters, high-pass and low-pass; and decom-
posing it into two parts, (i) approximation and (ii) detailed
signal. In this work, we use db1 wavelet with a single level of
decomposition that filters the signal into one approximate and
detailed coefficient. The compact representation provided by
DWT coefficient gives the energy distribution of the signal
in both time and frequency domain. We use the detailed co-
efficient based representation for Rt

1, and we refer this repre-
sentation as Rt

4.

3.2. Dynamic matching

We use dynamic time warping (DTW ) algorithm to measure
the similarity between two time-series sequences [?]. From
ideal reference Rt

1, we extract multi-domain representations
and generate reference-template for each tag. Then for each tag
in a test call, we generate the similar representation. Finally, we
compute the similarity measures between each test-tag and all
reference-templates by using DTW . Let, the simulated refer-
ence call (Callref ) and test call (Calltest) be partitioned into
K number of reference-tags (Tagref ) and test-tags (Tagtest),
respectively. DTW distance matrix D is a K ∗K square ma-
trix, where each element dij for i, j = 1, 2, ...,K represents a
distance score between the ith Tagref and jth Tagtest. The
diagonal values dij for i = j of D represents the distance of
Tagref and Tagtest of same type of tag and should be mini-
mum in case of the presence of that particular tag in Calltest
(refer Table 1 for a positive test call).
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Table 1: Distance matrix (D′) for a positive conversation

Test TagsDTW WM PD AU PS SC EM
WM 0.14 1.09 1.18 0.75 1.90 0.50
PD 0.78 0.38 1.13 0.79 1.38 0.77
AU 1.40 1.04 0.34 0.79 0.79 1.36
PS 0.39 0.92 1.08 0.51 1.69 0.46
SC 1.48 1.04 0.66 0.63 0.63 1.15

Reference

Tags

EM 0.53 1.20 1.32 0.72 1.84 0.21

3.3. Fusion of multi-domain representation

After computing Di matrix corresponding to each representa-
tion Ri for i = 1, ...., L, where L be the total number of rep-
resentations, we fused all D together by taking element-wise
average. Let us suppose D′ be the final distance matrix we get
after fusion, and can be represented as following :

D′ =
⊕L

i=1Di

L
(1)

The diagonal elements representing distance measures of same
type of Tagref and Tagtest are summed up together to give an
overall distance measure (do) between test and reference call.

do = ΣK
i,jD

′
ij ,∀i = j (2)

where K is the total number of tags in the call. Finally, the do
score is converted into final match score α, that represents the
measure of similarity found between the two calls:

α =

{
1, if do = 0

1− do, otherwise
(3)

3.4. Affective content analysis

Affective content (i.e. emotion) keeps changing throughout the
call in arousal(A) and valence (V ) space, and depends on the
word exchanged between agent and customer [19, 13, 20]. In
ideal positive conversation, we observed that negative emotions
trend to reduce, whereas positive emotions trend to increase;
and vice-a-versa for a negative conversation. By the term neg-
ative affective content, we mean V −A+ and V −A−; and for
positive affective content, we mean V +A+, in 2D A-V plane.
Figure 2 represents the trend in affect variations for a positive
and a negative call. Let us consider λ represents the temporal
affect variation in an overall conversation. Thus, negative affect
variation is represented as λV −A+ and λV −A− and positive af-
fect variation is represented as λV +A+ . Hence in positive call,
as per our hypothesis, for the ith segment (in total I segments),
the below properties (trends) should satisfy:

• A monotonically increasing positive affect (λV +A+ ) such
that

λ(i+ 1) ≥ λ(i), ∀i ∈ I (4)

• A monotonically decreasing negative affect (λV −A+ and
λV −A− ), such that

λ(i+ 1) ≤ λ(i), ∀i ∈ I (5)

where λ(i) represents the affective content (+ or -) of (ith) seg-
ment x(i) of a call, which is measured as a posterior probability
p(x(i)|Ωa) predicted, given an affective model (Ωa)).

(a) Affective trends: positive call

(b) Affective trends: negative call

Figure 2: Affect variations (slope(m)) in call conversation

• Affective scores: We use the affect variation [12] as a sec-
ond non-linguistic cue to measure the positiveness of a call.
For any call conversation, we assign an affective score (λa)
as the summation of the absolute slope (m) value of each af-
fective trend e ∈ {V +A+, V −A+, V −A−} which can be
mathematically expressed as, λa = Σ|m(λe)|.

3.5. Positivity score and call ranking

In this work, we propose a positivity score (Pscore) as a met-
ric to measure the call positiveness. To assign a Pscore, we
combine the affective score (λa) and the similarity score (α) as
represented by following equation:

Pscore =
α+ λa

2
(6)

Once we have the Pscore computed for the set of test calls,
we prepare a Rank list that consists of ranks assigned to each
call based on its Pscore on the scale of most positive to least
positive (negative) call 1. A call with the highest Pscore is
ranked with the position in IDa as 1 (i.e. placed at the top of
Rank list) and as we move in the position in IDa, the pos-
itivity score decreases. Thus, the call with lowest Pscore gets
the lowest position in theRank list (corresponds to lowest po-
sition in IDa). Suppose P be the list of M number of calls
being arranged in decreasing order of their Pscore. Thus, the fi-
nal ranked list is given by Ranklist= [IDa]Mx1. Furthermore,
to evaluate our approach, we used agreement based metric τ
between the automated ranking assigned by our system (IDa)
and the ranking provided manually (IDm). τ value close to 1

1*least positive and negative will be interchangeably used in this
paper from here on
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indicates strong agreement and the value close to -1 indicates
strong disagreement.

4. Experiments and Results
We experimented with 175 call conversations, further divided
into 2 sets, set A : consists of randomly selected 164 calls and
set B : remaining 11 calls for validating approach. These calls
are manually ranked, by 7 annotators and to measure agreement
between different annotators we used the Cohen’s kappa score
[20], with IDm that varies from 1 to 11 on basis of their pos-
itiveness, where IDm = 1 represents the most − positive
call and IDm = 11 represents the least − positive call. We
manually segmented calls instead of using automatic speaker
diarization output to avoid any errors to propagate into the next
stage. We compute SR values for different transaction tags
[WM,PD,AU, PS, SC,EM ]. The marking of these tags in
call conversation is based on the knowledge (K∆), that was de-
veloped from statistical analysis on set A calls. We create a
simulated representation of SR values for an ideal positive call
for Tagi, where i ∈ {WM,PD,AU, PS, SC,EM}. Then
we create separate reference template for each of these Tagi
using multi-domain representations.

4.1. Experimental Setup

For each call in set B, we extract SR values from different
tags, where the time boundaries of the tags are considered using
knowledge derived from analysis of set A. Further, we com-
pute each representation (as mentioned in section 3) for both
reference and test call as follows,

• NormalizedR1: For temporal representationR1, SR values
are further normalized. In-order to incorporate inter-speaker
variability in terms of SR values computed for agent’s or cus-
tomer’s speech, we scaled up SR values of customer’s speech
segments (SRC ) with respect to agent’s SR values (SRA).
The maximum SR value max(SRA) recorded for agent’s
speech is chosen as a scale up factor. Suppose SRC j repre-
sents the SR value of jth segment of customer speech for
j = 0, ...., J − 1, then the scaling can be represented as
SRC j = SRC j + max(SRA). Furthermore, SR values
are overall normalized in interval of [0,1].

• Zero padding: A typical call generally starts with [WM ] and
ends with [EM ] by the agent, which are padded by silence of
few seconds, indicating SR = 0 at the start, as well at the
end of a call, respectively. To have this pattern explicitly in
test calls, we padded start and end of each test call with an
additional 5 sec of silence duration.

• Duration cue with speaking rate: Spoken utterance dura-
tion and number of switching between agent and customer
are required in identifying presence of a particular call-tag.
In-order to incorporate the duration cue into SR vector, we
further sub-segmented each segments into 1 sec chunks by
padding each of those 1 sec chunks with the same SR value
as that of the parent segment. Thus, a call tag with Q number
of SR values, denotes that the respective tag is Q sec long.

We preserve the tag-specific information while extracting
the representations at tag-level. The SR vector, obtained by
scaling and normalization , are used as an input for R2, R3 and
R4 computation [21, 22, 23].

For affective content analysis, we consider a smaller speech
segments of 400ms to extract non-linguistics features using

Table 2: Agreement based evaluation between the system as-
signed and manual ranking

Call ID α λa Pscore IDa IDm τ
Call 1 0.63 0.62 0.63 1 2

0.75

Call 2 0.59 0.58 0.59 2 3
Call 3 0.55 0.62 0.59 3 1
Call 4 0.63 0.22 0.43 4 7
Call 5 0.43 0.41 0.42 5 4
Call 6 0.57 0.26 0.42 6 6
Call 7 0.14 0.39 0.27 7 5
Call 8 0.42 0.08 0.25 8 9
Call 9 0.25 0.19 0.22 9 8
Call 10 0.27 0.09 0.18 10 10
Call 11 0.16 0.17 0.17 11 11

openSMILE toolkit [24, 13], followed by a sequential minimal
optimization classifier in WEKA [25].

We performed DTW matching to compute the distance
matrix (D) between tags of reference and test calls, for all the L
representations. Thereafter, all matrices are fused together us-
ing element-wise combination, followed by computing the do
(refer eq: 2), that gives overall distance (similarity) between
the test and reference call. This distance is further mapped into
equivalent similarity score (α) by the equation 3. This similarity
score is merged with affective score (λa) as given by equation
6 to assign Pscore. We use, this Pscore score to rank set B
test calls (refer sec: 3.5). Finally, we compute a correlation
measure Kendall’s (τ) to evaluate ranking agreement between
system assigned vs manual ranking.

4.2. Results

For the 11 test calls we found highest and lowest similarity
scores (α) for these call conversations in the range of 0.63
to 0.16, respectively (refer Table 2). Table 2 represents sim-
ilarity measures (α), affective scores (λa), positivity scores
(P score), system assigned rank (IDa), manual rank (IDm)
and the agreement score (τ ). In Table 2, Call 1 with the high-
est Pscore is ranked at top with IDa = 1 and represents the
most positive call as detected by our system. On the other
hand, Call 11 with the lowest Pscore is ranked at the bottom
with IDa = 11 and represents the least positive call as de-
tected by our system. Finally, we evaluate ranking agreement
between IDa and IDm, achieving moderately high agreement
(τ ) of 0.75.

5. Conclusion

In our work, we propose a system that assigns a positivity
score by automatic analysis of call conversation. Our system
computes similarity measure between the patterns build from
the multi-dimensional representations of non-linguistic features
by using dynamic algorithm. Furthermore, we incorporate the
information regarding the trend of affective content variation
throughout the conversation to compute a final score, that de-
termines the calls positiveness. We evaluated our system us-
ing ranking agreement based metric, computed between manual
and system assigned ranks, and have also achieved a high value
of agreement score.
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